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A personal experience of Retreat '92
by Laura Vanden Top
A weekend filled with laughter and spiritual upltfilng characterized the highligh ts for the
240 students and faculty who
were guests at Camp Okoboji
September 11 and 12 for the
1992 retreat.
Friday, 3:00 p.m. came too
soon for us. We were ready but
not sure of all that would be
happening
In the next 36
hours.
"you can never be
ready

enough."

committee

member Jody De Sttgter said.
The Parable Players, the guest
speakers, were a few hours late
in arriving, but the committee
juggled the schedule to try to
fill the gaps, Finally, at 12:30
a.m., the Virginia twosome perrnnned their modern day para-

bles and pulled laughter and
tears out of the crowd.
Except for the few cold committee

members

up

for the

patrol. most guests were warm
In their beds by 3:00 a.m, with
the exception

of the few who

chose to stay warm by the
campfire or Just wanted to gaze
over the still lake.
With the clang and bang of
the Okoboji bell. wake-up call
came

too early

for some

but

most were awake for breakfast
and the second session with
the
"Pa rab le
Players.·
Discussion groups are always a
time to get to know some others
better and this was true this
year as well.
Games preceded lunch. and
It was probably a good thing

considering how queasy some
felt after the Bat Game. Some
other. htghhghts on Saturday
were the Third session, the
Talent Show and Pizza Hut
pizza that followed shortly
after. Most thought the pizza
was a hitt
The Retreat was finished ofT
by Lubas and Ezra, hillbilly
comedians from the area. They
had almost everyone rolling off
their seats.
Returning to Dcrdt. I reflected on the whole Retreat and the
committee. I feel it was a time
we lived up the theme "Shine
Like Stars."
God was in the
midst of us and blessed the
enUre weekend. Thanks to all
who partlcipatedl

Kabba's
Recovery
by Marlene Yoder

,
photo by Andrew P.I1.NOn

Kabba Jalloh is finishing his winning battle against a
rare disease.

A comparison of
the official stands
of both the
Democrat and
Republican parties.

Kabba Jalloh is a student from
Sierra Leone, who for the past
y<:arhas struggled with a disease
called Polymyositis.
A rare American
illness,
Polymyositis occurs when a person's defense system becomes so
strong that it atlacks the muscles
In the body. After numerous
tests, two different hospitalizations lasting 4 and 6 months,
both within one year. and a summer of rest and recuperation,
Kabba Is flnally recovering from
this overpoweringsickness.
Although he still visits the hospital three times a week for physical therapy and once a week for
(See KABBA, p. 12)
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Students who went on the retreat found it to be a
refreshing time, both emotionally and spiritually

Female staff join student services
by Melissa Howard
For the past several years,
Student Services has been dominated by an all male staff. To
meet the needs of females on
campus, Dordt has decided to
establish a volunteer effort that
would allow students, both male
and female, to contact volunteers
_ on an Infonnal basis.
These volunteers are female
faculty and staff of the college
and they will be available for students to talk to concerning their
personal problems. Although,
the volunteers
have gone
through an orientation program.
their purpose is not to provide
intense therapy or act as a support group, They are here to
advise students who want to discuss problems that they would
rather not discuss Witha male or
Witha trained counselor.
The program is not exclusrvely
for female students.
It is

In Memoriam

'Diane 'Bandsira
''Rejoice in the Lord always. I
will say it again: Rejoice!"
-Philippians
4:4

page 9

-.

designed tor anyone, male or
female, who would feel more
comfortable sharing their problems in an infonnal situation.
Jo Faber. one of the volunteers, said that they are very
excited about the opportunity to
serve. She also said that she
was a little anxious about doing
the job well.
Dordt decided to implement
this program, not as a response
to grumbllng
by students,
rather this volunteer effort has
been established as a one year
trial program to meet a recognized need on campus. At the
end of the llrst year, the program
wlll be assessed and it wlll be
decided whether to continue the
program.
If you are interested In contacting a volunteer you can call
X6071 and you will be given the
names and numbers of the volunteers.
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Jon Van Ee and Teresa Haro display the Mexican flag; Mexico is one of the many
countries represented in the International Club.

International
Intervarsity
By Sara Vanden Bosch
This year. both International
Club and Intervarsity Missions
Fellowship are trying to change
and improve their formats and
goals.
These changes
will
make the clubs more accessible
to students and will help each
_ club include more activities.
International
Club this year
Is a combination
of last year's
c ro s s vc u l t u r a l
Club
and
International
Club.
The purpose of International Club is to
try to 1111the needs of two types
of people. those who want to
learn more about other cultures. and those who need help
adjusting to this culture.
Curtis Taylor,Director
of
Residence Life and advisor for
the International
Club, says
that he hopes that these two
groups of students
can meet
each other's
diverse
needs.
For example, if a foreign student needs help with classes.
transportation,
a place to stay,
or other such needs, then an
American or Canadian student
can help him out and learn
more at the same time.
"I'm
excited that there is such a
richness
and diversity
In the
people who attend Dordt, and
In all creation," Taylor said.
Some of actrvtttes that the
club plans to do are: help prepare different
international
foods in the Commons,
raise
different international
flags on
special days of other countries,
play games and hold athletic
competitions
so that the students can get better aqualnted.
The main reason for these
changes is to use the resources
of both International
studen ts
and students
Interested
In
other cultures,
without duplicating their efforts.
Last year
members of the' International

and
clubs

Club felt frustrated
because of
a lack of organization,
which
meant that not a lot got accomplished.
This year the club has two
presidents
and eight other
offices. Kalvln Parman. senior
Is president of the International
aspects,
and Amanda
Lapp,
sophomore.
Is president of the
cross-cultural
aspecLThose
members who are not officers
will also have a project, such as
helping with making international food for the Commons,
Parman said that he hopes that
members "will actually feel as
they're getting something from
it because they're more responsible for what they do."
The goal of this year's
International
Club Is to get
everyone
on campus
more
Involved because international.
means "between nations." This
includes all types of students,
American
and Canadian,
as
well as those
from further
away.
"I'm really excited about this.
I think It's going to go really
well: Lapp said.
Also this year, what was formerly
Oordt
Missions
Fellowship
has
become
Intervarslty
Missions
Fellowship. or IMF, a branch of
Intervarslty,
which
Is
a
Chrtstian fellowship club found
on many college campuses.
Jennifer
Van weelde n. one of
the leaders of Intervarslty
at
Do r d t, said that becoming
a
chapter member of Intervarsity
would
give the club
more
resources
such as speakers,
videos. and retreats, as well as
encouragement
and Ideas.
Another change Is that this
year Intervarsity wtll meet every
Sunday night In the West Hall
lounge,
while last year they

lm p r o v e
met every two weeks In various
professors
homes.
Van
Weelden
said
that
these
changes would help make the
meetings
easier to remember
and more acceSSible
to students.
The meetings will alternate,
one week being prayer and fellowship and the next speakers
and topics of Interest.
Posters
will be put up around campus
to Inform about the meetings.
IMF also has two outreaches
planned.
On Oct. 10. 15 members will go to downtown Des
Moines to feed the homeless
through
the Door of Faith
Mission.
Also, four times this
year, IMF members
will help
with the youth outreach
program,
"Alive
on Saturday
Night:
of the First Christian
Reformed Church In Sioux City.
"Alive on Saturday
Nigh t "
Includes writing and performing skits
and discussions,
using the theme of "Saturday
Night Ltve."
Some of the hopes of IMF
are to help people to learn what
11means to be a Christian
on a
Christian campus and to challenge students to grow spiritually In the way that they serve,
Van Weelden
said.
Sh e lbt
Anderson, sophomore said that
at the first meellng they decided that, "Even on a Christian
campus, It's important
to give
your all to do what the Lord
has called you to do, not only
In classes, but in social life as

Memberships
for the Sioux
County
Concert
Series
are
available for those who did not
purchase
them in the spring.
Memberships are $15 for studen ts and can be purchased
at the Sioux
County
Arts
Council Office at 303 N.Maln
Ave, Sioux Center.
For more
Infonnation about the concert
schedule. call 722-2225.

. ,.

Increases
A total of 1077.students
are
enrolled for the fall semester,
according
to the Registrar's
office. This Is a three percent
increase
from last year's fall
total of 1046. There are also
327 freshmen,
16 more than
last year.

Noted Russian News Pavarotti

Pianist

Anchor to Speak at

Wustman to Perform

President's

Schubert

Convocation Series

John Wustman,
plano acecompanlment
professor
from
the Unllverslly
of Illtnols, Is
coming to Dordt september 25
to perform
a nigh t of Franz
Schubert
compositions.
Wustman and his students are
involved in a six year study
project
of Schubert
which
Includes
nationwide
performances.
The recital starts at
8:00 p.m, and Is free to the
public.

Dr. Borts Notkln, sometimes
referred
to as "the
Peter
Jennings
of Moscow," is the
featured speaker this year for
the President's
Convocation
Series on Tuesday.
October
20. Notkln Is the anchor of the
te levtaton
program,
"Good
Evening
Moscow."
a show
which reflects the new openness
In the former
SOViet
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well."
Because of these changes,
Dordt students
will have more
opportunities
to get involved
and try new activities through
International
Club
and
Intervarslty
Missions
Fellowship.

Enrollment
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ChallengeansweredTrueF
Dear Editor:
Your edltortal about koinonia
In the September
10. 1992
Diamond
encourage me to be
reminiscent

and challenged.

On the one hand. as I read
your editorial, I was reminded of
a similar debate that went on
about Iriendshlp after my roommate and I wrote a letter to the
editor of the Diamond the first
week we were freshmen here at
Dordt. Ofyou and/or your readers are interested in this, you
can look at Ihe Diamonds of the
fall of 1972.)
On the other hand. I was
challenged to offer an invitation.
Whlle I sit In the front row of

chapel out of a 20 year old habit,
I would like to invite anyone
who would like to Join me as an
alternative to the current segregation. Instead. I extend this
invitation to those who would
like to symbolize Integration of
students. faculty and administration by Joining with me where
the thunder hits. Maybe, just
maybe, through this simple gesture. we can demonstrate that it
is possible to be more integrated.
and thus take the first steps
toward more koinonia.
In Christ.
Doug Eckardt
Your Registrar
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littler at the Open l'oiiim last
. Vi,(are to work and play
Monday evening. l·:be·ard a . before the Lord.
recUrring thenie.·;·.tbe· students".;
.·.Tberules for our response

Is a traditional norm
accepted and enforced by
College here and now. We
work to· change this rule. We

.;[~~}~~E;~~~ls~?i£~:~~.·
first;. I Ihlnk they all need to . gUides we have to walk In the
learn a little .•niore ..about tbe . path ·ofrighteousness. 111esoctprlvlit:gefor w!llch·they are beg- etal. norms set down as civil
glng,;,;:;(;;,':":(;' .
laws are another set of guides.
·:••..
Chrlsti,iJi freedoni Is what 1 Within these guides, we are free
am talking· about. Christian
'to' wholeheartedly respond to
fre¢dQm15 the precious g1ft God God in whatever recreational or
g#~,:us through tbe death of . occupational domain with whicb
aliLSOn on the·cfQSs.· Christ :Weare Involved. :,;.
. .••...
took'i"jpqnblmsdfthe 11l1ql.llty
of·
Now. In our place and time. we.
·!.is·au{"and·that aceSeni,,.. free are also urider the··authorlty of

~~:dri:d~£?;~u;FetthZ~::'
this has not occurred. I am not
proposing that we walt untlt We
are IMng In a utopian society.
but we have a lot of room for
Improvement. We need to show
our response to the call of
Christian freedom.
.
Wlthln our Christian freedom.
Chuck and I can go to the bar,
have a beer together. and phllosophlze. This Is because we

i:~~~~~~~~~.w::~·
<,.: .: :.::...
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$E~1~~~~~:
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to Obey them,. ;;.::
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Let·s be Frank

by Frank
Schippers

Pros and cons of new discipline policy

JilL
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Despite being dunked at the annual All-College
Retreat, Pastor Draayer's spirits don't seemed
dampened,'

The Classic Comb
128 2nd Ave. SW (1/2 block aouth of Centra Na11

Phone:

722-2212

Perms $31.50 Haircuts $6.85
includes perm, cut,
and style
($5.00 off through

Oct. 31'

Men-$1.00 off on
Mondays
Ladies-$1.00 off on
Thursdays

HOURS:
Mon., Thurs. - 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tues., Wed., Fri., - 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat. - 9 a.m.
, - 1 p.m. ,

Tam Byl stylistlowQer
• >

This past Monday I attended
the Open Forum. This was an
opportunity for me to observe
the witty and Intelligent questions asked by the students who
dared to open their yap. I was
glad to see that these Indtvtduals
used their brain before talking.
The SS was in attendance.
helping a floundering Mr. Van
Drunen. Sara Eekhoff posed a
question to Mr. Van Drunen that
had to do with an inconsistent
view. on the part of our college.
on curfew. It seems that sophomores who live in East Campus
have the freedom any senior or
Junior enjoys. But In the halls of
West, they are still under the
watchful eye of a couple that
wants to counsel an individual
for. say. a candle or incense.
Another potnt that Eekhoff
raised was why they had to be In
their dorms by five bells when

the doors open for the day again and a long distance bill for the
at 6. Sara. I'm with you on this collegeto Canada.
one.
There were things tn this
The Student Forum put forth that I did like, sort of. 'I liked the
a proposal which would amend Idea of either losing all your
the current level system of the points at the end of a semester
disciplinary polley. The new sysor havtng them diminish with
tem would give students points. time. I think that a student
on a scale of one to twenty. The should have the opportunity for
students would get ten potnts for the whole year to amend his/her
alcohol stupidity. etc. If a stu- ways. When we were kids. we
dent
exceeds
of twenty
used to be grounded for doing
points. then the possibility of get- stupid things. Now that we are
ting the big shoe multiplies
In COLLEGE.we are getting levexponentially.
els and points for dolngquesUonThere are thtngs tn thts pro- able things.
posal that I didn't like. It seems
As a closing statement. I was
that a person (psycho level glad to see SS members there to
optional) can walk around cam- assist Van Drunen in his efforts
pus wtth a gun and only receive to control the masses. I hope
five potnts for the potential to • the students w1ll be patient with
blow someone up. While on the the administration because they
other hand. a person that has a are truly worklng hard to change
light buzz. and comes back to the stupid things that you and I
their dorm, may get 10 points see.
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722-44511 1806
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1 1
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1
1
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In the middle of writing my editorial Sunday, God? Maybe it's that we are so caught up in
night, I took abreak to go to the Brian
16th century rational thought, the mind over
Bosscher praise rally. I had never attended a
the body, that we no longer hear the echo of
convention or praise rally, so I had no idea
the Old Testament when it tells us to dance
what the gathering was all about. By the time
before our Maker.
the rally had ended, I understood. The people
Romans 12:1 instructs us saying, "Therefore
that met in Te Paske Theatre had expressed
I urge you brothers, in view of God's mercy,
the love of Christ, bowed before Him in
to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy
repentance, offered themselves as vessels of
and pleasing to God - which is your spiritual
His work, and rejoiced in the blessings Christ
worship."
has given.
"Don't we do that in our
Returning home and read•
.'
day-to-day walk with God,
ing my original editorial, I
1
i
our informal worship?" some
realized that too often we, as
•
of you ask. Yes, we do, but
a Christian community,
glorifying God with our bodbecome so caught up in fories should not stop at the
mal worship (our normal
0 leS church door.
Sunday church service), that
.
Now before some of you
we forget about praise.
S 0
call me a radical heretic, I
Praise has become so much a
,
want to make it clear that I
part of a tradition that we
S
am not advocating a warm
hardly stop to consider what
fuzzy religion, but rather a
it means, or what it constimore wholistic approach to
____________
praise. In humility, physicaltutes.

24,1992
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If Dordt were to set up an
exchange program with a sister
college in Russia, Would you
participate?
byWill Alsum

Amy Nibbelink

Sr., Iowa
'Yes, I would. I
think it is very
important to gain
cross-cultural
views."

Glor f y n g
God
WIt h
.
our b d
h u1d not
top at the
church door.

Praise - to magnify, to
glorify. We do an excellent job of praise with
our voices; we harmonize well together, filling
the air with the songs of repentance, forgiveness, adoration, and love. But what about the
rest of our God-given bodies, our hands, our
feet, our face? Why do we stoically stand in
our pews when a song calls us to shout, to
dance, to clap 'our hands, to bow in humility
before our God?
One sees an example of our stoic tradition in
our disapproval of hand raising. Hands symbolize power, and by raising them we are signifying'our submission and helplessness
before God, asking for his grace and renewing
Spirit. Yet, our hands are usually limp by our
sides or stuffed in our pockets. Could it be that
we are too embarrassed to admit we need

COLLEGE'OIAMONO

Henry Thalen
Fr.,Ontarto
'Yes, because I
would like to learn
about a new culture and go to the
only McDonald's in
Russia."

Iy kneel before God. In
excitement, shout His name from the chapel
roof or your dorm room window. In honor of·
his tremendous grace, clap your hands to the
music. In praise, participate either literally or
vicariously in liturgical dance. In reverence, be
still and know that He is God.
I'm not suggesting that people who do not
use their bodies in praise are less Christian
than the rest of us, nor am I suggesting that our
churches tum 180·. Rather, we should give a
few degrees so that we do not get steeped in
traditionalism.
Clap your hands all ye people, Shout unto
God with voice of triumph.
-a.s.

Melynda Van Zee
Sr., IA
'Yeah, I think it

•

would be very
interesting because
it is an area we do
not know much
about."

Rita Van Den
Broek
So., IA

"No, because
Russia does not
particularly interest me because I
have no ties there."

",
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Peter Shambrook will bring his unique style to the
Dordt Chapel saturday night.

Sham brook perlorms at Dordt
by Erica WInter
saturday night the music of guttar and vocalist Peter Shambrook
wt1I fill the Dordt College Chapel.
Shambrook
Is originally from
Tugan, Australia, about 50 miles
south of Brisbane. He began to
play gutter at age 14 and by 16 he
joined a band called the "Naughty
Knickers." the name of a restaurant In Tugan. In 1984 he moved
to Auslrla where he taught surfing and skiing and he travelled

integrate his new-found commitment into his music.
Shambrook's vocal style has
been compared to Rick Elias and
Phil Collins.
In- his songs, Shambrook wants
to avoid the "blandly formulaic
pronouncements"
that turned
him off to religion while while he
was growing up. He says. "In a
world the way It Is, you've got to
show some reality."
His songs are lyrically strong;

extensively through Europe and

often ballads that speak of a

to the United States as well. Two
years later he moved to England
In hopes of starting a rock band.
When that didn't materialize,

familtar situation,
but go a bit
deeper. He sings about real people
within the Christian experience.
Shambrook wt1I be performing In

Shambrook made the move to

the Chapel Saturday evening.

Los Angeles.
In L. A, he soon found a manager who Introduced him to a song
writing partner; his wife-to-be.
She Introduced
him to a living
faith In Christ, and he learned to

September

26, at

7;30

p.m.

Tickets are available at the True
Vine and Centre Mall for $1, or by
calling
Troy
(722-3370)
Stephanie (722-3735).

or

A look at Woody Allen
by Jenn D;yke
Woody Allen Is New York

City's favorite son, and for some
of us, a favorite director and

pletc Prose of Woody Allen. The
fifty hilarious
short
stories,
essays, and warped thought pat-

terns compiled In this book capture Allen's views on Goo. death.

comedy writer. Though his most
recent trials with marriage and
family have been blown up to
gigantic proportions all over the
the evening news, hls fans know

a treasure. For the sarcasUcs

him best for his accomplish-

and cynics out there

ments

feel alone In a world of emtltng
optimIsts, who find they are the
only ones laughing (or not

In the cinema.

He has

given us humorous and touching
films such as Hannah and her
Sisters, The Purple Rose oj Cairo,
and my personal
favorite.

relationships.
Intellect. family.
and city life In general. For the
dry-humored reader, this book Is

laughing),

who often

this book Is a must-

have. It is a beacon of real-world
comedy beyond the horizon of

Manhattan.
Allen has wrltlen three books

good-natured

so far In his career which are

ries about tractors, corn and

entitled,
Without
Feathers,
Getting Even, and Side Effects. I
had the fortune
of finding
a

pigs ofien told here at Dordt,
First of all, If the reader finds
his comfort
In bright-sided,

hardcover edition of a compilation of the three. called The com-

happy ending stories that are
(see ALLEN'S PHILOSOPHY p. 12)

yet alienating

sto-
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of the Bloc
"Our state will revive
through a spiritual revival of
the people, genuine freedom of conscience, and a
complete renunciation of
any ideological dictatorship.'!
-Boris Yeltsin (Inaugural
7

Speech, July 10,1991)

Collapse
by Stanl~y W. Carlson-Thies
hbanan/ political science prof
It certainly was easier for us to

think we knew what was going
on in the countries to the east of
Western Europe before the collapse of communism.
We knew.
we thought, that the region was

Just a homogeneous mass of
downcast people, endless lines
of shoppers waiting for shoddy
goods, maestvely ugly buildings,
rusting factortes. boarded-up
churches. and harsh prison
camps-all

firmly repressed

by

the mighty Communist Party.
But the reality, In fact,
was not so simple. The obedient
satellites

were not always

'50

obedient (think of the Hungarian
revolt, the 'Prague Spring: and
Poland's Solidarity),
Some
regions suffered less than others-compare East Berlin with
any pari of Romania; some suffered more-for example people
IrVing around the Aural Sea or
Chemobyl. Poles could worship
relatiVelyfreely, but Muslims In
Bulgaria were forced to change
,,

,

,
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of th~ "Evil Empire"

even their names. Many workers boozed ihemselves up on
their guaranteed Jobs but others
did sloppy work as a protest
against the system.
All these hidden realities
have exploded tnto view since
1989,
You
remember 1989'E
U
h
when
courageous
peoPleb
stopped knuckeca
use
ling under, and
courageouserty
is
leaders
like
Gorbachev
refused to use WI
tanks to prop up
a system they
e c a us
could no longer
justify In their harsh
hea r-t s,
Then
came euphoria
as the BerUnWall came tumbling
down, newspapers began printing real news, meaningful eleclions were held, people could
starl companies, and Christian
worship
and action
were
unshackled, It seemed, for a few

P

months. like one great party. one
happy family.
And now? Confusion; full
stores but empty pockets; fragmentlng countries and rising
violence between ethnic groups:
grumbling and nostalgia for the
old
days:
0 r 1° a massive
u nem p loyment; rapid
0
1 - advance for
.
people with
mixed
connections
and
cash
because
e spa
1r they had
been at the
e
0 top of the
old system;
fears
of
.,.
exploitation
by western
business ....
Uttle Is certain any longer
for these long-suffering countries and peoples, We shouldn't
be surprised, It is difficult to
build businesses when phones
and banks don't work. It Is dim-

it h d

b

f Iib

.

r-ealttv,

,

"

,\.',
'

"

f

cult to sustain democracy when
needs are pressing. but solutions require time and continued
pain. It is hard to build a free
society when people are used to
being supplicants
instead of
actors. The habit of only pretending to work since the system
onty pretended to provide a good
life Is hard to break,
When
everyone is needy. the temptation to break. away and use bullets to advance one's own ethnic
group is hard to reslst.,
There are no simple and
comfortable paths from communism to a free society. no models
of success. So euphoria because
of liberty Is mixed With despair
because of harsh reality. Fasttrack reformers vie with proponents of a moderate pace and
with those who want to.go backwards. It Is all confusing: leaders
come and go, countries appear
and disappear, economic success
Is replaced by economicdistress.
But If we are willing to pay
attention, we will see being acted
out right in front of us the great

..

,

"

dilemmas and perplexing problems of life at the end of the
20th century: Can the environment be respected if the market
has no boundartes? Will Justice
and the political order be mortally threatened If every voice
and every movement are equally
free? What kInd of system will
allow a group to live out its faith
without repressing the beliefs of
others? How can a government
be both democratic and efficient?
Can entrepreneurial
energy be released without social
Injustice?
What political
arrangements are needed so that
clllzens of differing ways of llfe
can live together harmoniously
within a single country?
These are dilemmas we
face, too. Pay attention to the
newly free countries east of
Western Europe, however confusing the news Is, and you can
learn much that Is important
about ourselves at the same
ttme.
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The New Russia
by George VanderBeek

Until very recently the phrase
"Russian Initiative" would have
struck many as an c:vcymoron.
In view of current developments. however. this phrase
has taken on increasing

signifi-

cance on at least two fronts.
On the world podium the
people of the former Soviet
Republic are making inroads
toward political and economic
renewal.
It Is a rocky road.
strewn with complIcations and

hardships.
Closer to home. and seem-

took a study tour In late June.
spending
a week
each
in
Moscow and st. Petersburg (for-

returned to Moscow In July for
his second visit In as many
years In his capacity as one of

merly Leningrad) respectively.
McCarthy witnessed first hand
the difficulties being encountered In the present political
Instability
and uncertainty
there. The lack of authority

the CCC's authors of a "valuesbased" MBAprogram.

structure and corruption which
st111 characterize
government
are obvious
concer-ns which
McCarthy
observed.
Dr.

McCarthy will utilize his expert-

ingly more relevant.
Russian
Initiative has become the mon-

ence In his duties as a member
of the advisory
council
for
CCC's Russian Initiative.
Ron Vos, assistant professor

Icker for the Christian

of agrtgulture,

Coalition's

College

program

of cross-

assessing

cultural educational

exchange

tion

with the Republic

of Russia.

The CCC. of which Dordt is a
member. has made a comml ttment to help educational leaders in Russia assess and devel-

basics

educational
Institutions
on
both continents.
While most

helped

planning stages. some concrete
evidence of Its potential
has
already been evidenced In the

Dordt community.

This past

summer three Dordt College
faculty members spent time In

the Republlc of Russia providIng educational assistance
and
doing research In preparation
for future Involvement.
Dr. Rockne McCarthy. vice
president for academic affairs.

the agricultural

situa-

of Nishlt

Novgorod
400
km east
of
Moscow. He found that he had
to start from scratch. They had
very little knowledge of even the
sense

Is still In the

time

In the region

op curriculum while nurturing
a spirit of cooperation among
of the Initiative

spent

of farming.

He said, "I

that I visited In a ptvttol

point in history

and I hope 1

move them

to a more

equitable Justice system in agrtculture."
The people of the region Vos
visited
had never
seen
an
American
before. Because
of
military reasons, the area was

off-llmlts to all foreigners until
last year. Vos believes he contrasted with the locals' stereotypes of Americans because he
was a Chrisltlan
and came to
serve.
Dr. John Visser. professor of
business
administration.

Visser Is currently working on
the International business section of the curriculum.
a secnon the Russians are particularly Interested in since recent
changes have thrust them into

~r~
~,

a complex and rapidly changing
world economy. Although few of
the cooperating Russian educators are Christians. Visser says
that the curriculum
writers
have made clear the Implica-

tions of a Chrtstian perspeclive
and the practical values which
stem from that perspective
In
their work.
Dr. Visser points
to both

exciting and sobertng aspects of
his overseas
experience.
He
found the corruption
In both
enterprise
and government.
Increasing
evIdence
of both
homelessness and pornography
and lack of clear laws pertain-

ing to property rtghts disturbIng. "It is still unclear who has
the property rtghis in ihe present set-up. Moscow, Russian
members of the old communist
bureaucracy
or other authoritles," Visser says. "and many
bureaucrats,
because
of the
chaos Involved In dismantling
the old system. are unsure of

the extent of their authority."
Other disturbing facets were
rampant inflation. evidenced In
the prIces of most goods. the

"Way to go, Boris"
Dr. Visser spoofs It up with
Yeltsln cut-out In a Moscow street.
bleak outlook for the average
person as winter looms and the
magnitude
of the task facIng
those wishing to change the
educational
system. To move
from a system In which students are not encouraged
to
argue. question
or think for
themselves to one In which they
are askedto
make wise. ethical
choices and Interact with professors Is no small undertaking.

On the positive side of the
scale. a cause for excitement Is
the enthusIastic
reception the
program Is receiving and the
obViOUS signs
of the Holy
Spirit's Influence In the lives of

a

some Russian
participants.
"Some of the professors
and
students
now refer to themselves as Christians."
Visser
states
emphatically.
"but we
need to pray for the work of the

Holy Splrtt because this wtll be
a tough winter and they will
need the leavening

Influence of

Chrtstian love In their country.
Nevertheless. In the long run,
Dr. Visser notes that the possi-

bility

of entering

the world

economy and becoming tncreastngly productive In the next several years still provides hope for

a troubled people.

Vander Molen visits Ukraine
by Rick Elgersma
VanderBeek

and George

This past summer. from June
20 to July 17. Troy Vander Molen
Joined
a group
of
170
persons. mostly college students,
traveling
to the Ukraine and

Impending

task. prior 10 their

a two-hour teaching session. This
was followed by a two-hour street

tially. They hardly spoke, even

crowd. Later In the day the roles
would reverse.
Vander Molen reflects that.

using their talents as artists and
athletes

In communicating

the

gospel.
The trip was sponsored
by
Chrtstian Outreach International.

a ten-year-old organization which
also
Troy V.ndMmoI."

Top: The football team shares
a "Jesus" drama
Left: Troy
VanderMolen
talks to
Ukranlan
Youths.

sponsors

trips

to

the

eartbbean and South Amertca in
attempts to reach people for
Christ and expose American
young people to diverse cultures.

"Once we began to
share they were
very willing to
talk, and we could
hardly get away."

Troy Vander Molen participated
as a member of the baseball contingent which was one of several

teams Involved In the ministry.
Other members

played on soft-

ball. basketball. volleyball. field
hockey and soccer teams or were

engaged in the artistic presentations of music. dance and drama.

Vander Molen stated that the
group was apprehensive

of the

began wtth early breakfasts. then

field work. "We didn't know how
they would react to us." he stated.rand when we got there all we
saw were these stem faces. They
were very reserved and stole Ini-

among themselves."
Their reception.
however,
proved these preconceptions
wrong. "Once we began to share

they were very wt1lingto talk and
we could hardly get away," Troy
relayed. "most mtddle to youngeraged people knew a falr amount
of English."
Vander Molen's days usually

ministry In wWch the artists performed and the athletes dtstrtbuted tracts and mingled with the

although

he set oui to impact

lives In the

Ukraine.

he also

learned a lot about himself
through the expertence. "I realized that 1had become somewhat
passive in my faith, I was Just sitting back," he stated. " but when
1 was forced to get involved 1
learned a lot about my God and
the power of prayer.·
Vander f¥folen Is more than

wt1ling to discuss his experience
with anyone who is interested
and can also supply more information on the organization

and

its programs.
Thanks to the Pella Chronicle
for the use of its 8-21-92 article
from which some of this information was gleaned.
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Overheard ...
compUed by stalf

" , "It's

t'

a natural

"All

occurance."

"I' -Kristi

have

been dropped

DeWaard

reflecting

babies

least

on why she

life,

"How do you know

at

what my posterier

once in their
their

butts

looks

like?"

-Prof.

Vander Kooi to

threw her keys into

are cracked."

Frank Schippers when

the garbage and then

-Kristi

analyzing his) speech

De Waard

wondering where she
placed them

"I try to be the
world's

best pro-

"I woke up and you

crastinator,

weren't

just keep putting
off. "

there.

Are

you coming to bed
soon?"
-Bev

in Argumentation
class

-George

but I

"Dan Quayle has
it

Vander Beek

Steenhoek after

taken

more arrows

in the past four
years than somebody standing

waking up and finding

"We have cows."

Little

her roommate not in
bed

"How do you refrigerate them?"

-Dr.

-Jean

Literature

"You can't

leave

Schaap, in a class

on American

Bakker to Lisa De

cussing the various

"Oh! I think

containers
in

turned
on.

milk comes

Vries after a struggle
on ill bed

-Pril
"This
-Tim

"Will

Big Horn!"

Terese Haro dis-

till you make the
bed."
-Jon

Pausma and

up at

you stay out

isn't

mine."

Sheridan after

sitting down and pray-

of my shirt!"

ing, he realized he had

-Lisa

the wrong tray of food

De Vries to

Richard Van Lingen

I

something
Jongejan after a

close encounter

with

the Du Toits dishwasher
"If you can hang it
on the wall

it's

during a paper wad

"OOOOHH!! My

gotta be Tom's!"

fig ht

eeegggg. "

-Kendal

Maria Cupido after

referring to Tom Van

dropping her HARD

Soelen's watch collectio n

"We won't
the term

be using
profit,

boiled egg at breakfa s t

because that's
Hilbelink in

••••••••••••••

accounting class
"The only thing
that

grows

fast

my butt!"
-Val

x,empel" 's :FtoWel" Hou.se
YOu,I' f'TD f'[OI'i-st

ad u Ite ry."
-Prof.

Walhof,

Ruter, on the

female anatomy

is

0 •••••••••••••••

-Delivery Service-Fresh Flovvers-Balloons-Plants-

7.2.2-118.2
Located 2 blocks west of the hospital
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The role of government
What Is the role of government
In this type of system? Should the
Individuals have full responsfbiltty. or does the national government have a responsibility
to
brtng about justice for all people?

This is the first in a
series of articles written
by the Plsc. 212 class.
Written by: Chuck De Groat
R"""archeel by: Kendal Walhof.

Jennifer Kop.ata. Jared
Johnoon.
When I first heard "Freedom in
a Cage", a song by the alternative
rock group Pale Divine. I was
reminded of how we, as citizens.
are bound by our system of capitalism. While 'We are told we have
the freedom, as Indtvtduals.

to

life, Uberty, and the pursuit

of

happiness

(translation:

money),

the realIty is that our freedom Is
caged wtthin capItalIsm, a nasty
game of the survival of the ftttest:
a game that a few can play well
and get rtch on, and a game that
leaves many out on the streets.
begging for a quarter to buy a cup
of coffee.

OITe

Join us at

Classi Chassi Aerobic Studio
"Where keeping fit is fun ."

-Theme classes
-Strength Training
-Cardiovascular
Fitness
Student rates available
Phone 439-2441

CLASS

SCHEDULE

Mon. Wed., Fri., 8:30 A,M.
Sat., 9:00 A.M.
Mon., Tues.,Wed., Thurs.,
5:30 P.M.

Dutch Language and Llteranrre
Dutch Art and Architecture
Dutch Cutture and Society
History of the Low Countries
International Business
Management
Political Science
Individual Sludies

For tunner /nfonnat/on contact:
Dr. K.J. Boot, Director
Netherlandic Studies Program
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51 250

Mary .8Qote Certified Instructor· 315 1st Ave. NE, Sioux Center, IA

••••••••••••••

Deadline: November 1, 1992

to be more Similar than ever. A
cursory glance at the Democratic

platform (available In our library)
Is

Party Phllosophy

The RepubUcans, led by George
Bush. are maIntaining theIr traditional platform. TheIr polItical
phIlosophy takes the emphasis off
government responsibility and

written

proof

that

the

Democrats want to sound a lot
more like the Republicans. It says

political, social, and cultural suc-

that they want to "eliminate
unnecessary
layers of management. cut administrative
costs.
give people more choices" and
"empower them to make these
choices," They want to empower

cess on the individual.
The
Republican Convention featured
speakers that reIIerated thIs point

national government. While they
still believe programs in insur-

over and over. They emphasized
state and local responslbl1lty. as

ance and health care are a part of
national responsIbIlIty. their over-

well as the belief that economic
recovery can only come with a
renewed faith in the individual.

arching theme seems to be one of
indMdual empowerment.
The Republicans. while continuing to sound individualistic. have

places the burden

of economic.

That's why George Bush proposed
a tax cut. More money in the individual's
pocket means more
•money to spend. On a large scale

bests. and wtIh full cooperation.
they believe II wl1l work.
The Democrals have tradltlonally favored a more responsible
govemment-one
that works to
help those who aren't making It
in the system. They have been
active in social programs. and as

result have gained the reputation
of beIng the party of the lower
middle class and the poor. Their
polItical phIlosophy has emphasized the role of government

Courses Offered

more than the IndIvidual In the
past.
This year. the two parties seem

cilles and states by distancIng the

shown that they can shut to the
poJillcal center as well. In the last
four years they have increased
taxes. spending. and regulations.

all of which they vowed to
decrease. Their platform for 1992
emphasizes the role of the indMduaJ for strong families. economic

stabIlity. and a healthy environment.

With the realization

that

the public Is not satisfied wtth the
economic progress of the last four

years. the Republicans are hoping
that their faith in the IndIvIdual,
and a proposed lax cut. wl1l give
Bush another term.

Subway" now delivers from 5 - 12 p.m,
Monday - Saturday
(no deHvery on
Sunday)
FREE delivery for
orders over $7.50
($1 delivery fee for orders
under $7.50)

Call 722·1919
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Secret of their success
by Matthew Beirne ...
Who are these women and just

exactly where do they come from?
The Lady Defenders volleyball
team has done a lot more than

Just turn some heads this season.
The team has already won one
tournament, tied for first in another, came oh-so- close to defeating
the 12th ranked team in the
nation. lost a meager 8 games thJs
season and a mere 2 matches and
have outscored their opponents by

a score of 526-291. Since volleyball-mania has hit campus. it
seems appropriate to examine just
who makes up the 1992 version of
women's volleyball.
It only seems fitting to start

with the team co-captain
three year
VanderZee.

and

letterman,
Laura
"Zee", who has

already been named District 15
player of the week once this year,
has shown what Coach DeStigter
describes as "great on floor leadershtp." This season VanderZee,

r:----~
...
--.,
Ihardsheili.
Potato
I

tacos
II
13 for $1.0011
I No limit
II

last weeks Diamond' player of the
week, has dished out 385 assists
for and average of 10.4 per game.
She also leads the team in serving by having connected on 161
of 166 serves for a 97% success
rate. VanderZee Is the heart and
soul of the women's team. providing great leadership and skJll in
helping direct the team from on
the hardcouri.
The middle attack of the women
has been a highlight for DeSUgter
all season. "With Zee's setting
ability and our middles, it makes
for a deadly combination." The
middle tandem consists of sophomore Anneta De Jonge and Joy
Veenstra. Veenstra, a Unlly graduate, seems to have made a
smooth transition to the college
game. De Jong, a sophomore,
provides the team with comic
relief and lightheartedness while
still being an intense competitor.
Veenstra, at 6'2, has the height
to enable her to hit over many of
the opposition blocks. With a new
offense
being
started
by
DeSUgter.the team has effectively thrown of many opponents
defense.

Ole's

I
I

49¢

I

When freshmen
Tammi Van Kley went
down with a broken foot
early on in the season,
there was some speculation as to who would fill
the hole. With the insertion of Terri Poppema, a
Hospers
native,
De
Stigler has found a hard
hitttng and hard play-ing freshmen to fill the
void. Complimented by
left handed Melanie Van
de Berg, De Stigler has a
powerful duo on the out- ~_ ..
stde. Co-Captain KrIsty
Krammer has shown
that she can come in at
any given time and take
over on the farside for
either starter.
DeStigter noted that
the return of Corrina
Vanderwoude has been
a key to the teams sue_
BeImI ..
cess so fur in the season, "Zee's" leadership Is an InvaluDeStlgter
?eSCrlbed able key to the team's success.
Vanderwoude s success
simply, saying that "she does it the fact that everyone conall.· Indeed
she does, as tributes.
First year assistant
Vanderwoude ranks in the top coach Gerald Kodde noted that
three in virtually every team cate- the team has "strong cohesivegory. The sophomore. who almost ness, unity and a positive attilost a finger in a freak dorm acci- tude. That is what has made us
dent last year, Is 3rd in kills, (72). who we are." The colorful redthird In kill efficiency ( 31.9%1, head noted that the women have
2nd in assists (29), I st in service "so much a spunk and energy.
aces (I 8),1st in digs ( 102) 2nd in that's why they rock.•
total service attempts (150) and
The team hits the road for the
second in successful serves (139). next month in hopes of padding
The team conttnually gets
their second place slandlng and
inspirational back-row' play from add to their 12-2 match record
Sue Dykstra and Leslie Het1lnga. and 30-8 game record. The team
At many home games the crowd has deservedly received positive
rings out with chants of "80000. fan support for it's outstanding
as Dykstra continually amazes
play. The team will have an
the hometown fans with her
extended road trip before playing
lighting quick anttclpatton and in their home quarters
on
reaction time. Hellinga continual- October 13, where they wtll face
ly has come into serve and
off against Teikyo-Westmar.
recetve in the back row. The two,
though the teams smallest players, play with a lot of heart and
detehninatlon.
When asked what is the key to
the team's success this year, De
Stigler noted that It comes down
to "the effort, the comaradie and

I

I Taco John'sil Taco John'si
'North Main
North Main
I
I Sioux Center I I Sioux Center
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You can get this
card at Pizza Hut
upon presentation
of Student I.D,

15%
Discount
Card

This Cud Entities Bearer To:
• 15% discount on regularly priced menu
items.
• V.lid at ~rticip.tting Pizz. Hut- restaurants.
• Not valid with any other discounts, or
coupons.
• C«d not transferable and may be revoked at
.
any tune.
Comes Investments DBA/Pizu Hu~
1-515-986-9414
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Soccer team prepares for return to Grandview
by Matthew Delmers
The Dordt College soccer team
Is ready to shift its season into
high gear as it prepares to hit
the road for eight games in the
next fifteen days. The fun w111
get underway
starting
this

down by the visitors. While still
managing a 3-0 Victory. the

weekend

ing half-back.

as the team treks

Defenders- showed that time and
games is the biggest factor in
seeing how successful they will

be.
Junior

to

the Twin Cllies for a pair of
games against Northwestern
and Pilsbury. The team, which

Ing itself

for what w111be, as

Over the past two weeks
Dordt's turf team has played
three games against what could
hardly be called tough teams.
After opening the season against
Brtar
Cliff in which
the
Defenders trounced the Sioux
City school by a 6-1 margin,
things did not get much more
difficult for the Black and Gold.
The team reeled off consecutive
wins against Northwestern
(Roseville, MN) and Concordia.
Last season's freshman phenom Chlis Hull showed that last
season was no fluke by netting
two goals against
the 'Cliff
before being taken out of the
game. Hull and Doug Brower
both had booming two shots

a.mer
Oordt prepares for 8 gat;nes in 15days on the road
M.nhM!J

from outside the eighteen that
overpowered

the

opposition

goalle; Dave VanderPloeg rounded out the scoring
for the
Defenders.
Last week Northwestern

(Roseville) made the trip down
for the team's

Orst conference

match-up. Although the Black
and Gold got off to a slow start,
they put the game away With
four second-half
goals. Hull
paced
the team with
markers while freshmen

three
Bryan

Wilgenburg, with his first collegiate goal, VanderPloeg
and
sophomore
Devin Le Mahleu
rounded out the scoring. Kevin

Blades ice team
by Dordt Staff
Dordt College's

contest. with a starting time of
7:00 p.m .. promises to be a battle

"imported"

sports team is back, Coachless,

winless and getting in shape Is
where the Dordt Blades

team

is

hockey

at.

As was the case last year. the
Blades were unable to find a
coach for the upcoming season.
The team wI1l be led by returning
players
Ron Veerbeek
and

Hendrtk Wildeboer. Although the
team graduated a number of key
starters from last year's squad,
the team recetved a fair number
of freshmen
for the upcoming
season.
Veerbeek, a Smithers,
B.C. nautve. mentioned that the

team is "small but we will have a
lot of speed.We got some quick
players.

and

even though

our

goallending situation Is still up In
the air, we should be ready for
the season opener."

The team started its dry land
training In the flrst week of
school and Is ready to hit the Ice.
Veerbeek noted thai ,"everyone,Is
excited to go, we have more

with the University of South
Dakota. The DMslon I school is
In the Inaugaral season of Its
hockey
program
and should
prove to be a good test for the
Blades before divisional
play

begins.

Verbeek

that

"because
they are a first year
team we have no idea what to

expect."
Although the Blades failed to
win its fair share of games last
year. many players have noted

that last season Is past and they
are looking forward to a fresh
start. Doug Vander Velde said
that, "we should be able to hold
our own. We Just have to put

everything

that happened

last

year behind us. What's done is
done."
The Blades are expecting
a
large crowd for the home opener.

Last season the Blades averaged
almost 400 people for their Frtday
night games with almost 500 for
last year's

season

opener.

The

team will play the majority of
their games in their regular home
rink In,Wortbington,
MN, but

games this year, and that is wh':lt ~ will 'open

we needmost~

said

games lead· to ' city.

the season

•

Caspersen and Steve Brandsma
shared the shutout.
Last weekend the Defenders
faced off against
Concordia.

it and
focus

it

will allow us to only

on soccer.

Also.

being

away with Just the team will
help us gel. We need that light
now." The team will get Its fair
share of games as it plays eight
matches in the next 15 days.

Although the Defenders popped

The first two of those will take

over 20 goals in the two meet-

place
this
weekend
In
Minneapolis where the team will
play at Northwestern
and then

Ings last year, they had a tough
time with the Minnesota school
this time around.

The Defenders

played sloppy ball as the team
continually fed the ball up the
middle

where

they were

shut

the always tough Pilsbury. The
team
then
returns
to
Mlnneapolts
on Tuesday for a
match against
North Central

rival, Is something

Ihat many

players have been looking forward to since losing in the district championship
last year,
Brouwer and Hull both said that
"we
got
to
pound
them.
Grandview always has an excellen t team, we can't walt to meet

them. We got to get psyched;
along with westmar it will be
our biggest game. Maybe a preview of districts."
The team's intensity at practice has been stepped up
a notch with the news that
Westmar defeated Grandview in
Des Moines.
Most team members expressed
dlsbeltef when
informed of the result. but are
using the news to key themselves up for the rest of the season.
Westmar will visit Dordt's
home field for the team's only
confrontation on October 15.

.f~rn~.tl'1110~t·~(jwn
.OPPO.l1ents
.{tJl'd~!~:fJfr b

i

p}~[::.~~c~es:s
~1~g:!-:tP.~tO'::::/.:::··fwo:'::,~Jf._,_ convtndng

experience."
The team has 25
scheduled games for the season,
the first of which will be OCtober
9 in Sioux City. The Friday night

Open season
Oct. 9 in Sioux
City vs. USD

noted that "we

need more games In a row, no
more of this practicing all week
and then one game." Brouwer.
one of three captains
on this
years squad. echoed those sentiments
when
he said
"T'h e
upcoming road hips will get us
pumped; we'll be way more into

has only played three games so
far this season and has accumulated a 3-0 record, is psychChris <Hull says, a time ..to see
what our team Is made of."

Mike Mulder, a start-

before heading
to Des MoInes
for a weekend
series agaInst
District Champion
Grandview
and then moves on to Lamoni to
face-off against Graceland.
Grandview. the team's biggest

in Sioux

In .iippIng thelnec0r'd.to

fashion, The teams
both took a .game
theu faste.t start sInce ·.Coach before sellUng down
DeStigter took over the team in for a rugged fifth
1989,
;.;..
.. .. ..... .... ..
game.
.•.::xwo ·we"ks ago the ..Lady
Northwestern
Defenders put on a show for the showed their expert.
ages> Piaylng before i(packed
ence by coming out
gymnasium, the Lady Defenders flying In game five,
faced .9tl'against long Urne Iival,· using carefully placed
Northwestern. The Orange CIty tips and smart hits to
SChool. which has upped It's finish off the twonatIonal ranking to #12, got and-a-Iialf
hour
mOre.than they could ~r have match with a 15-9
barg3.lned for against the Black victory;
'
andGold~
.•.•.
.. ..
•..
.Last week the
..
.. The first game of the match
Defenders faced off Consistent
teamwork and unity
$aw;Northwestem come out fly- against the Briar Cliff
.
ing and ahead 14·9 and holding Chargers. The Sioux has gIVen the Defenders the edge
.erve,. The· young Defenders
City
school,
along
wilh
dropped only one game in the
learn; wtth only one Jurilor start- Northwestern,
had been the
whole tournament
and came
tng, .ided-out numerous ttrnes only school to register a victory away With the vtctor's trophy.
and tied the game at 14, After against the hard court team,
The tournament
pushed the
capturing
.... back·
the
Revenge was to be sweet for the record to 11-2 (27-B).
.
serve_Northwestern put the ball women.
....
_
Tuesday ntght the women fate
In the net; allowIng Dordt a
After coming out sluggishly
off against
confrence
rival
chane,; to go ahead. After sueand dropping" the ftrst two Telkyo-WestmarThe women
Ces5fulY"capalalizlngon ·the Red games of the match. the Lady held the LeMars school to a mere
Raiders mistake. Oordt'. 15·14
Defenders showed why they are
14 Points, including a 15-0 sha·
Was short lived as Northwestern for reaL The reeled of three cone lacking In game one, In registerback ·to.take a· 16-15 lead. secutlve wins and did not aIlow ··ingtheir 12 vfctory In 14 trtes. ..
The twii.teamsJousted:With each .. the ·Charge~s more than 'slx . ·The team's next opponent Will
other for
minutes before· points In any of the lobslded viC'.. be against Mount Marty. The
tbeofaiige City school prevailed tolies.
.,
.:......
'.'
Yanl!.ton. S.D: school will 1><:. a
12-2

I,B33l, the women are off to

u_s., .....

eame..

several

:.p. ey~:~
...~~::r.

~.~pa:I~~,:~~el::~ti:~~~~e

<

~~~~~:'7';
~O::I'b~~~':,:::..~n:~:

e~lt~:

·.
e·..·.h·.·
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gym.••
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..t.h
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Kabba
(cont. from p. 1)
his check-up.

Kabba Is happy to

be back on the college scene
once more. Marlene Yoder
uncovers some of his amazing
story in this inteIView.
Yoder: What were the

symp-

toms of your disease?

•

Jalloh: The disease made me
very weak; it was a total dependency on others. At first I started to sleep more, to feel more
sluggish. to have difficulty swallowing. Then I couldn't
walk
fast. get up from a chair. or roll
from side to side In bed without
great efforts. It was even hard
for me to breathe. I was not In
pain, but I Just could not do
anything.
My mind was clear. I could
think. I could recognize people,
but I could not do anything.
Sometimes I had a paper 1 wanted to pIck up, but I could not.
My muscles
simply
wasted
away. My normal weight Is 150153, but I dropped to only 80
pounds, so I was all bones.
Isolation was necessary to pro-

tect me from outside germs.
Yoder: During your Illness you
received several visitors
from
Dordt, a video that included
one chapel and different activities here on campus. then you
were
Informed
that
Dordt
raised enough money for your
sister to come see you. How dtd
you feel at each
of these
moments?
JaUoh: The video tapes were
very.
very
encouraging.
I
enjoyed them because
I could
always
see the campus.
I
enjoyed seeing my visitors. and
even the nurses.
These things
gave me a desire to keep getting
better.
I wanted to get better
and Join them right therel

No words can describe how
me and I said I was not going to
happy I felt about my sister's
let their prayers
go In vaIn.
visit. I would tum around and . Except during the Initial stage of
see her right there beside my
my Illness, I was never actually
bed and think about the disscared of dying. I Just placed
tance and how much it cost to
everything In God's hands,
have her come; sometimes
It Yoder: What have you learned
Just felt like a daydream
- a
from these experiences and how
double dream come truel
will this alTect you In the future?
Yoder: At one point your docJa11oh: I have learned never to
tors thought you would never
take any thing or any action for
walk again, arthough this was
granted,
even Just getting up
not revealed to you until you
and walking around.
had already proved them wrong.
I look at life with a different
How did you react when they
perspective now. When I pick up
told you thts?
a piece of paper, I think about
Jalloh: It was scary.
I'm not
my sickness. When I talk to peoupset they did not tell me, howple, I think about my sickness.
ever. because I probably would
When I walk. I think about my
not have made the effort to get
sickness. That makes me realize
better.
I know my sister was
that I could not have done It on
very worried after she heard the
my own.
news. Each time she received a
Then I think of all the people
letter she said she would go into
who prayed for me .. and this
a little corner of the room to
makes me think of-God. Having
read it by herself. thinking each
this disease
has really reintime it might be an announceforced my faith.
I have also
ment of my death. She did not
learned a lot about how my body
know what to expect.
It was
works.
I know whatever we do
that serious. Even some of the
comes from God. and that he
nurses did not think I was going
knows every tiny bit of moveto I1ve. They only tell me that
ment we make.
now when I go for my checkI am glad to share this story
ups.
with others because those who
Yoder: How did you conquer the
are sick may hear It and say,
feeling to simply give up?
"I'm not goIng to lose hope."
Jalloh:
I told myself,
"No. I Others with the same symptoms
should not give up." I focused
can be tested earlier than I was.
on my goals In life, thinking. "I
This Is really hard to put Into
have to fulfill my goals.'
At words. The peace I feel within
times I became depressed,
but
myself after my sickness,
is of
surprisingly.
I never became
happiness that Is beyond words.
angry with anyone or with Goo.
I was very lucky. This Is Just
A lot of people were praying for like a miracle.

Taco John's

.'

Daily Specials
ALL YOU
-no coupons necessary-

CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI

§m~~§~2

softshe~~ tacos for
$1.69

$2.49

~~~~softshe~~,
nachos, &
sma~l drink $2.49

Mondays

~m@§~~3
tacos 99¢
~@@ffi@§~§~A11-you-can-eat
$4.75

5-8 P.M.

($4.00with Dordt 1.0.)
~llimg§~~Taco Bravo 99¢
~g~~~Super
Makin' it greatt

>

•

"Custom perms' Color • Haircuts • Nails' Tanning"

r»

§§~mg~~Super

Taco Sa~ad $2.29
Nachos $2.29

Qenae's
:E-J:o"U.rs:
MoD. • '1'bm:: 9 a.m. " 9 p.m.
FrI. " SBt.: 9 a.m. "5 p.m,

Renae Visscher,
OwnertStylist-GrelaVan
-Julie

722-0008

Zee, Slylisl-

Ten Napel, Slylisl-

-Janelle

Goslinga, Slylisl-

Located near the northwest entrance of Centre Mall
251 N. Main Sle. 208

